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C letters to the Editor
 
"JOTTO" ESCALATED 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to comment on "The Jotto Problem," WORD WAYS, February, 
1968. Here is one Jotto player who joins with the logologists in not being con­
tent with a worc! that "looks" foreign. My own searching for a 25·letter group of 
words, unsuccessful and not pursued for some years, has produced two 24-1etter 
groups. which contain words much more commonly used than those in your 
examples. 
One of these 24-1etter groups, not original with me, is (1) FAZED-BLOWN­
JUMPS-GRAVY.THICK. This is readily modified to be: (2) FIXED-BLOWN­
JUMPS-GRAVY-KETCH. The latter set may be preferred by the player who 
wishes to use as his strategy the dividing of the alphabet a second time, which 
may be done by adding the words: (3) HOMEY-PRINT-FLASK·BUDGE. This 
is seen by writing rearrangements of the words of sets (2) and (3) in the follow­
ing way: 
E I F X D (fixed) 
0 N L W B (blown) 
M p S J U {j umps) 
y R A V G (gravy) 
H T K C E (ketch) 
(homey) (print) (flask) (-----) (budge) 
It is clear that the combination CJVWX does not produce a word, but this is 
not necessary in the use of the strategy, since the sum of the counts of the hori­
zontal words must equal the sum for the vertical words, and the count for 
CJVWX is automatically determined after the nine word combinations have 
been tested. Incidentally. I am not recommending this as an optimal strategy. 
It is offered only as an example of a conservative strategy and as a curiosity 
relative to the arrangement of 24 letters of the alphabet (with the letter E used 
a second time). Of course, as a matter of further curiosity, one would like to see 
the vertical set made complete with five English words and in addition a matrix 
of 25 different letters, each row and column of which contains the letters of a 
five-letter English word. 
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Of further interest is the fact that in the matrix displayed above, there are at 
least three words (other than anagrams) each of which has the following prop­
erty: each row and each column contributes one and only one letter to the word. 
The finding of these words is left as an elementary exercise for readers. 
Two somewhat more advanced problems related to Jotto are these: 
(1)	 Find the largest set of five-letter English words with this property: each 
word has four letters in common with each of the other words. Examples: 
(a)	 CANES-CAPES-PANES 
(b)	 TENSE-GENES·SENSE-SEINE 
(c) BARDS-BREAD-BRAID-BRAND-BOARD
 
Who can exceed 24?
 
(2)	 Find the largest see of five-letter English words ""ith the following two prop­
erties: (a) there exists exactly one word in the set that has the same number 
of letters in common with each of the other words; (b) if the subset formed 
by subtracting that word has at least three elements, that subset has the 
properties of the original set. Example: DUSTY has one .letter in common 
with each of the words NY~IPH-LIVES-BAILS-nXES. NYMPH has no 
letters in common with LIVES-BAILS-FIXES. LIVES has three letters in 
common with BAILS-FIXES. BAILS has two letters in common with FIXES. 
Who can top 1O? 
Charles W. Karns 
Vienna, Virginia 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The solutions to tIle two problems set forth abuve which have 
been devised by their ;lllthor arc included in the "Solutiuns" section of this issue of 
WORD WAYS.) 
MORE ABOUT "SWITCH" WORDS 
To	 the Editor: 
The following analysis of Dudeney's Switch Puzzle may be of interest to the 
readers of WORD WAYS. Mr. Bergerson deserves great credit for discovering the 
basic pattern of switch words-a combination of palindromes and repeating 
sequences. However, he did not pursue this line of research far enough, with the 
result that he overlooked certain classes of switch words. 
To begin with, it is evident that if one has a switch word of length n which 
pivots on the jth letter, then by spelling the word in reverse one has a switch 
word which pivots on the (n - j + 1)th letter. Therefore, it is sufficielll to ~on­
sider pivots in the latter haH of a word. 
Mr. Bergerson did not notice that words beginning with a palindrome and 
ending with two sequences are also switch words. For example, the word ABC­
DDCBAEFEF, collsisting of an 8-letter palindrome and two 2-1etter sequences, 
will pivot on the tenth letter. 
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In order to keep track of all possible switch word patterns, it is convenient to 
introduce a shorthand notation. Let Pi denote a palindrome of length i) and Sj a 
sequence of length j. Using this notation, Ducleney's original solution, INTER­
PRETING, can be written in the form S2P7S2Pl; LEVITATIVELY and SENSU­
OUSNESS are both SIP9SIPI. If the pivot is in the last half of the word, then 
swi tch words have the patterns sps, spsp, and pss; if the pivot is in the first halE 
of the word, then switch words have the patterns sps, psps, and ssp. 
The following table gives all known switch word patterns of length 12 pivot­
ing in the last half of the word: 
Pivot 
12 SlPIOSl 
11 szPssz SlP9SIPl PIOSISl 
10 S3P6S3 SZP7 S ZPI SlPSSIPZ P8 S ZS Z 
9 S4P4 S4 S3P5 S3PI SZP6 S ZPZ SIP7 S lP3 P(;S;jS3 
8 S5PZ S 5 S4P3 S4PI S3P4 S 3PZ SZPG S ZP3 SIP6 S lP4 P4 S4S 4 
7 S6 S G S5PIS5Pl S4PZ S4PZ S3P3 S3P3 SZP4 S ZP4 SIP5SlPG PZ S 5 S " 
Switch words pivoting on letters 1 through 6 are easily constructed by revers­
ing the sequences above. Note that the first column is symmetric and therefore 
produces no new patterns. Note also that SISI is equal to P2, and that slPISl is 
equal to P(l + 2)' Because of these identities, the pattern PlOSISl is identical with 
the pattern SlPSSIP2' A word having this pattern can be switched on two different 
pivots, a property also possessed by the symmetric words in the first column. 
Thus, one can conclude that there are forty-four distinct switch word patterns, 
four of which satisfy Dudeney's original puzzle (can anyone find switch words 
for the other three of them?). 
A table very similar to the one above can be constructed if the number of 
letters in the switch word is odd. Suppose) for example, that one has an eleven­
letter switch word. One simply goes through the table above, replacing the first 
PI in each word with P<I - I). This creates difficulties in three places: there is 
no entry corresponding to S6S0 or to SSPlSSPl (or to its reversal, PlSSPlSS)' Con­
sequently, there are only forty-one distinct switch word patterns for eleven-letter 
words. 
If the word length is even, it is not hard to show that the number of dis­
tinct switch word patterns is given by the formula (i/2)2 + i - 4. If. the word 
length is odd, the corresponding formula is [Y2(i + 1)]2 + (i + 1)- 7. These 
formulas do not necessarily hold when i is equal to or less than four, because 
other equivalent patterns then appear. 
It seems extraordinarily difficult to obtain switch words for more than a very 
few of the forty-four possible l2-letter patterns. How many different switch 
words of shorter length can one obtain? The following tables exhibit 5-, 6-, 7-, 
and 8-letter switch words in capitals; patterns are given in lower case letters 
where no switch word has been found. The numeral in the first column indi­
cates the position of the pivot. 
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Five·Lettel' Words (8 different patterns) 
5 ROTOR 
4 ONION DEEDS AMASS 
3 AJ"IASS CEDED 
3 LLAMA CACAO 
2 ONION BELLE LLAMA 
1 ROTOR 
Six-Let/el­ Words (11 different patterns) 
6 REDDER 
5 abeeab TENETS APPALL 
4 MURMUR TES1-ER APPALL aabcbe 
3 rvIURMUR PICr\IC aabeeb bebeaa 
2 abeeab PREFER aabeeb 
I REDDER 
Seven·Letter WOl-ds (17 different patterns) 
7 REPAPER 
6 EDIFIED NIPPING REFEREE 
5 DERIDER abceabd REFEREE UKULELE 
4 CARCASS OPPOSES RI:\TGING 
4 'labedeb PIPETTE l\IUR:-'WRS 
3 DERIDER abecldbc aabedbe ababcde 
2 EDIFIED GRAMMAR aabedbc 
1 REPAPER 
Eight-Lettel' WOHL~ (20 different patterns) 
8 abedcleba 
7 abcddeab SELFLESS RAPPAREE 
6 abeddabe ANTITANK RAPPAREE :lbb:leded 
5 BERIBERI LOGOLOGY abeeabdd REVERSES aabcdbed 
4 BERIBERI SENTIENT aabeddbe NONLEVEL PREPRESS 
3 abeddabe GESTATES aabedcleb ahabcdde 
2 abeddeab DYSPEPSY aabcddcb 
1 abeddeba 
The yield for 8-letter patterns (11 out of 20) is decidedly inferior to the yield 
for 7-letter patterns (12 au t of 17); furthermore, the 8-letter words take consider­
ably longer to find. While I do not doubt that go, 10-, and II-letter pattern word~ 
exist, they are likely to be extremely sparse and difficult to find. Therefore, 
althoug'h I cannot arbitrarily rule out a Dudeney switdl word, I think that luck 
will play an important role in locating' it; one could search for many days 
without success. 
Dudeney's Switch Problem can be generalized by seeking the patterns of anti­
switch words: that is, words which take a maximum number of moves to trans­
fer from horizontal to vertical. I conjecture that a pattern containing no 
repeated letters is always maximal. The method of transfer can be illustrated by 
the following simple example: the six-letter word abcdef pivoting on the fourth 
letter. 
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d, e up; f down; e down; c, b up; a right; b, c, d left; a up; d, cup; bright; 
c, d left; b up; d up; c right; d left; cup; d to intersection. 
In general, if one has an n-Ietter word pivoting on the j th letter (and j is greater 
than 1 but smaller than n), the number of moves required is 2(n - j) + U+ 2) 
(j - I). Note that if the pivot is at either end, the word cannot be transferred 
at all. In Dudeney's Switch Puzzle, the maximum number of moves required 
is 11 2. 
Dudeney's Switch Puzzle can be generalized yet further. There is no reason 
why the pivot must occur in the same position in both the horizontal and the 
vertical words. The theory of switch words of this more general type is at pres­
ent unknown and is left as an exercise for the reader. 
Dr. A. Ross Eckler 
Morristown, New Jersey 
CLIMBING LADDERS 
To the Editor: 
In my present field of logological interest, four-letter word games, especially 
four-letter word ladders, I would propose the following problem for readers of 
WORD WAYS. Can we change any four-letter word to any other four-letter 
word, by means of a word ladder? 
I would call a word that cannot be changed into another a SINGULARITY, 
and a set of words that cannot be introduced into the mainstream an ISOLANO. 
I conjecture that most words are connectable, word-Iadderwise. The term ISO­
LANO is derived from chess master Nimzovich's word ISOLANI, referring to an 
isolated q ueen's pawn. 
I thought, at first, that ABAC (= "abacus") was a singularity, but using the 
University of Pennsylvania's Normal and Reverse English Word List (1963), I 
eventually obtained this word ladder: 
ABAC-ABAS-ALAS-ALES-ARES-ARTS-ORTS-OUTS-CUTS-CURS­
CURD-CORD-WORD 
It is convenient to use the word WORD as a terminal for testing each suspect 
word_ 
I now conjecture that there are no four-letter SINGULARITIES or ISO­
LANOS, and ask some reader to prove me wrong. 
For whatever logological interest the project may have, WORD WAYS could 
compile a list of any existing ISOLANOS and SINGULARITIES. 
Rudolph W. Castown 
New York., New York 
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